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SECRET
STAFF 221854Z DIRECTOR 261710
TO: IMMEDIATE MEXICO CITY.

NIACI MEXICO CITY.

WNINTEL RYBAT.

REF: DIRECTOR 261709

1. IDENTITY TO REF IS HENRY P. LOPEZ WHO WAS BORN ON DENVER,
COLORADO, ON 28 MAY 1920. HE IS U.S. CITIZEN AND LAWYER. HE MARRIED
MILDRED NEE MCGREGOR, BORN IN LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY, ON 28 MAY 1933,
IN MEXICO CITY ON 5 APRIL 1955. THEY RESIDED AT SIERRA AMATEPEC 269,
MEXICO CITY AS OF MAY 1965.

2. NO FILE. EZ IMPDET.

ORIG: CLA/MGSB (HAWKINS); COORD: C/PCS (PAGE); C/LAD (WARREN);
AUTH C/LA/MGSB (HAWKINS) REL DDO STURBITTS BY DIRECTON OF CL
BY 029163.<
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